Hikvision’s Standalone Security Site Kit includes a solar panel, a battery, a 4G camera and a bracket. It can realise one-stop monitoring in remote environments without power or a network, such as agriculture and animal husbandry, forest fire prevention, and temporary monitoring of construction sites.
Hikvision’s Standalone Security Site Kit is powered by solar energy, which transmits video to a monitoring centre through 4G. It is a good choice in environments without electricity or a network.

**KEY FEATURES**

1. Monitoring in remote environments without power and network

Hikvision’s Standalone Security Site Kit is powered by solar energy, which transmits video to a monitoring centre through 4G. It is a good choice in environments without electricity or a network.

2. Long endurance design

In order to deliver the maximum endurance, the kit detects power levels and automatically switches to power-saving mode when they are low.

It can work continuously for 7 days in cloudy and rainy weather when fully charged.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

APPLICATION SCENARIOS

Forest
Election Activities
Oil Pipeline
Pool & Farming
Animal Husbandry
City Construction
DS-2XS6A25G0-I/CH0S40

- 40 watt solar panel
- 20 Ah, built-in rechargeable battery
- 2 MP @ 30fps
- 2.8 / 4 / 8 mm lens
- 30 m IR distance
- Built-in 4G (LTE-TDD/LTE-FDD/TD-SCDMA/EVDO) module